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Abstract

We examine possible accuracy gains from using factor models, quantile regression and forecast
averaging for computing interval forecasts of electricity spot prices. We extend the Quantile Re-
gression Averaging (QRA) approach of Nowotarski and Weron (2014a) and use principal compo-
nent analysis to automate the selection process from among a large set of individual forecasting
models available for averaging. We show that the resulting Factor Quantile Regression Averaging
(FQRA) approach performs very well for price (and load) data from the British power market. In
terms of unconditional coverage, conditional coverage and the Winkler score, we find the FQRA-
implied prediction intervals to be more accurate than those of the benchmark ARX model and the
QRA approach.

Keywords: Probabilistic forecasting, Prediction interval, Quantile regression, Factor model,
Forecasts combination, Electricity spot price

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades electricity spot price forecasting has become the core process of an
energy company’s planning activities at the operational level. Statistical/econometric approaches
(like multiple regressions, AR, ARIMA, AR-GARCH, jump-diffusions, factor models and regime-
switching models) and computational intelligence techniques (like neural networks, fuzzy tech-
niques and support vector machines) constitute the two main streams of models, both in the aca-
demic literature and the business practice itself (see e.g. Amjady and Hemmati, 2006; Chan et al.,
2012; Hong, 2014; Weron, 2006, 2014; Zareipour, 2008).

While there are a variety of empirical studies on point forecasts (i.e. the ‘best guess’ or ex-
pected value of the spot price), probabilistic – i.e. interval and density – forecasts have not been
investigated extensively to date (for a recent comprehensive review see Weron, 2014). And this is
so despite the fact that from a practical point of view prediction intervals (PI), and density fore-
casts even more so, provide additional information on the evolution of future prices. In particular,
Chatfield (2000) lists the following reasons for the importance of interval forecasts: (i) assessment
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of future uncertainty, (ii) ability to plan different strategies for the range of possible outcomes in-
dicated by the interval forecast, and (iii) possibility of more thorough forecasts comparison. Also
electrical engineers are aware that high-quality market clearing price PI would help utilities sub-
mit effective bids with low risks (Amjady and Hemmati, 2006). Nevertheless, the literature on
interval forecasting of electricity prices is very scarce, most likely due to the increased complexity
of the problem compared to point forecasting. What adds confusion is the fact that some authors
use the term confidence interval instead of prediction interval (PI). However, in most forecasting
applications we are interested in PI associated with a random variable (e.g. electricity price) yet to
be observed, i.e. intervals which contain the true values of future observations with specified prob-
ability, not in confidence intervals associated with a parameter of a model, see Hyndman (2013)
for a discussion.

The second issue that bothers electricity price forecasters is that given the diversity of models
it is essentially impossible to select ex ante a single, most reliable one. In this context, combining
forecasts has the potential to turn out to be particularly useful. Indeed, as Bordignon et al. (2013),
Nowotarski et al. (2013) and Raviv et al. (2013) report, combining does lead to more accurate (on
average) and more robust electricity price point forecasts.

But what about probabilistic forecasts? Although the idea of combining interval forecasts is
not new by itself (Timmermann, 2006; Wallis, 2005), it has not been utilized in the context of
electricity spot prices, except for two recent working papers of Nowotarski and Weron (2014a,b).
It is exactly our aim here to extend their approach and more efficiently address both mentioned
issues: (i) selecting a set of well performing models for combining and (ii) constructing accurate
prediction intervals (or interval forecasts). To this end we use principal components to automate
the selection process from among a large set of point forecasts of electricity spot prices; this is
in contrast to Nowotarski and Weron (2014a) and Nowotarski and Weron (2014b), who a priori
select a set of 12, respectively 6, individual models. Then, like in the latter two papers we apply
quantile regression, but not to point forecasts of the individual models, rather to point forecasts of
the principal components (i.e. the common factors).

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly present the British
power market dataset studied here. In Section 3 we describe the 32 individual models used for ob-
taining point forecasts of electricity spot prices, then in Section 4 we review the Quantile Regres-
sion Averaging (QRA) method of Nowotarski and Weron (2014a) and introduce a novel method
for computing prediction intervals called Factor Quantile Regression Averaging (FQRA). In Sec-
tion 5, we evaluate the forecasting performance of the three tested approaches (the benchmark
ARX model, QRA and FQRA) in terms of unconditional coverage, conditional coverage and the
Winkler score (also known as the interval score). Finally, in Section 6, we wrap up the results and
conclude.

2. The data

The dataset used in this study comprises British volume-weighted reference prices for each
half-hourly load period and half-hourly day-ahead load forecasts for the period July 1st, 2010
– December 31st, 2012, see Figure 1. The prices were obtained from the APX power exchange
(www.apxgroup.com; note that volume-weighting is performed over three types of contracts: half-
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Figure 1: APX half-hourly UK system prices (in GBP/MWh) and half-hourly day-ahead UK load forecasts for the
period July 1, 2010 – December 31, 2012. The first vertical dotted line marks the beginning of the forecasting period
for individual models as well as the beginning of the calibration window for Quantile Regression Averaging. The
second line represents the start of the prediction intervals’ validation window.

hourly, two hour block and four hour block contracts) and the load forecasts – i.e. the National
Transmission System Demand Forecasts – from the system operator (www.bmreports.com). Both
series have been preprocessed for missing and ‘doubled’ values (due to changes to/from the day-
light saving time) in the traditional way, see e.g. Weron (2006). The logarithms of half-hourly
load forecasts are used as the exogenous variable in the time series models for the log-prices. This
selection is motivated by a roughly linear dependence between these two variables.

The dataset is split into three subsets. The first date – July 1st, 2010 – marks the start of the 365-
day long calibration period for the 32 individual models (for model definitions see Section 3). The
first day-ahead prediction of these models is obtained for the 48 half-hourly load periods of July
1st, 2011, i.e. the second date in Figure 1. Then the calibration window is rolled one day forward,
the individual models are recalibrated and spot price predictions are made for July 2nd, 2011,
etc. Finally, the third date in Figure 1 – January 1st, 2012 – indicates the first day of the interval
forecasts obtained by applying quantile regression either to point forecasts of the individual models
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Table 1: Exogenous variables and autoregression lags of the 32 individual models used to construct the panel of point
forecasts for Factor Quantile Regression Averaging (FQRA; see Section 4.2). Stars (∗) denote models used in Quantile
Regression Averaging (QRA; see Section 4.1).

Exogenous AR Exogenous AR
No. Model variable lags No. Model variable lags
1 AR – 1,2,7 17 AR7 – 1 to 7
2 TAR – 1,2,7 18 TAR7 – 1 to 7
3 TARq – 1,2,7 19 TARq7 – 1 to 7
4 SNAR – 1,2,7 20 SNAR7 – 1 to 7
5 NAR – 1,2,7 21 NAR7 – 1 to 7
6 PC(1) – 1,2,7 22 PC7(1) – 1 to 7
7 PC(2) – 1,2,7 23 PC7(2) – 1 to 7
8 PC(3) – 1,2,7 24 PC7(3) – 1 to 7
9 ARX∗ Lh,t 1,2,7 25 ARX7 Lh,t 1 to 7

10 TARX∗ Lh,t 1,2,7 26 TARX7 Lh,t 1 to 7
11 TARqX Lh,t 1,2,7 27 TARqX7 Lh,t 1 to 7
12 SNARX∗ Lh,t 1,2,7 28 SNARX7 Lh,t 1 to 7
13 NARX∗ Lh,t 1,2,7 29 NARX7 Lh,t 1 to 7
14 PCX(1) L̄t 1,2,7 30 PCX7(1) L̄t 1 to 7
15 PCX(2) L̄t 1,2,7 31 PCX7(2) L̄t 1 to 7
16 PCX(3)∗ L̄t 1,2,7 32 PCX7(3) L̄t 1 to 7

(for the QRA approach; see Section 4.1) or to factors calibrated to those forecasts (for the FQRA
approach; see Section 4.2). For the latter also a rolling window of a fixed length (184 days or
roughly half a year; initially from July 1st to December 31st, 2011) is used. The interval forecast
validation period lasts until December 31, 2012, and includes 366 days.

3. Individual models

A typical and obvious feature shared by all empirical applications using forecast averaging
is that results depend on the specific choice of individual models. Thus, our selection of models
includes a set of carefully picked model classes that have been applied in the energy economics lit-
erature: autoregressive models (AR-type), threshold autoregressive models (TAR-type), semipara-
metric autoregressive models (SNAR-type), non-linear AR (neural network) models (NAR-type)
and principal component (or factor) models (PC-type). All individual models have an underlying
autoregressive structure. Hereby, two sets of lags are considered: either all lags from 1 to 7 are
included (as in Maciejowska and Weron, 2013) or only lags 1, 2 and 7 are used (as in Weron and
Misiorek, 2008). For a full list of models see Table 1. Furthermore, in all models except for PC-
type models, three types of deterministic variables are included: a constant, a weekend dummy
(taking the value of 1 for Saturday and Sunday and 0 otherwise; a proxy for weekly seasonality)
and day length (from a sunrise to a sunset; a proxy for annual seasonality).
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3.1. Autoregressive models
The general autoregressive structure underlying all individual models in this study has the

following representation (denoted later in the text as ARX7):

ph,t = φh,0 +

7∑
i=1

φh,i ph,t−i + ψh,tLh,t + dh,1Dt + dh,2lt + εh,t, (1)

where ph,t is the logarithm of the electricity spot price for load period h (= 1, ..., 48) and day t, φh,0

is a constant, φh,i for i = 1, ..., 7 are the coefficients of the seven past prices for load period h (which
account for the autoregressive effects), ψh,t is the coefficient of load forecast Lh,t for load period
h and day t (known on day t − 1), dh,1 is the coefficient of weekend dummy variable Dt (which
takes value 1 on Saturday and Sunday and zero otherwise), dh,2 is the coefficient of day length lt,
and εh,t’s are assumed to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with zero mean and
finite variance. Restricting ψh = 0 for all load periods h yields the AR7 model. Furthermore,
restricting φh,3 = φh,4 = φh,5 = φh,6 = 0 for all load periods h leads to models ARX and AR,
i.e. simplified versions of models ARX7 and AR7, respectively. Note that models ARX and AR
are very similar to models (with the same names) considered by Kristiansen (2012), Misiorek et
al. (2006), Nowotarski and Weron (2014a) and Weron and Misiorek (2008) among others. Also
Jonsson et al. (2013) use a simple AR model with lags of 24, 48 and 168 hours, which correspond
to i = 1, 2 and 7 in the notation of formula (1).

All four autoregressive models are estimated in Matlab using least squares to minimize the
residual variance, separately for each load period h = 1, 2, ..., 48. Moreover, the defined above
ARX model is used as a benchmark for comparison of prediction intervals (PI). The latter are
computed as the theoretical quantile of the forecast distribution. However, in contrast to most
other studies in the energy economics literature, when computing the PI we take into account two
sources of randomness – not only the unknown values of future residuals (which is a commonly
taken approach, though not fully correct; see e.g. Hyndman and Athanasopoulos, 2013; Weron,
2014) but also the stochastic nature of the parameter estimates themselves. These two random
processes are independent and asymptotically normal for the general autoregressive model in eqn.
(1), hence their sum is also normally distributed. It has zero mean and variance composed of
two elements – the variance of the residuals and the variance-covariance matrix of the parameters
multiplied by vectors of explanatory variables (for details see e.g. Greene, 2003).

3.2. Threshold autoregressive models
The threshold autoregressive (TAR) models are a natural extension of the autoregressive mod-

els discussed in Section 3.1 to two regimes. We assume that the price is governed by the value of
an observable threshold variable vt which switches between the two regimes, both given by eqn.
(1) but with different sets of coefficients. When vt ≥ 0 the electricity price process is in regime 1,
whereas when vt < 0 it is in regime 2 (for a discussion of different choices of vt and the threshold
level, here arbitrarily set to zero, see Misiorek et al., 2006). In this study we use two threshold
variables. The first is equal to the difference in mean prices for yesterday and eight days ago (lead-
ing to models TAR, TARX, TAR7 and TARX7), as in Weron and Misiorek (2008). The second is
equal to the difference between the price 24 hours ago and the 75th percentile of electricity prices
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for load period h in the calibration period (i.e. in the last 365 days; leading to models TARq,
TARqX, TARq7 and TARqX7), see Table 1.

3.3. Semiparametric autoregressive models
The smoothed nonparametric autoregressive models (SNAR, SNARX, SNAR7 and SNARX7)

retain the functional form of the AR-type models, i.e. AR, ARX, AR7 and ARX7 defined in Sec-
tion 3.1, but the parameter estimates are obtained from a numerical maximization of the empirical
likelihood as suggested by Cao et al. (2003), and in the context of electricity price forecasting by
Weron and Misiorek (2008).

3.4. Non-linear autoregressive models
The non-linear autoregressive models are recurrent neural networks with a three-layer feed-

forward architecture, sigmoid activation functions in the hidden layer, linear activation functions
in the output layer and delay lines to store previous values of the predicted time series, see Andalib
and Atry (2009) and Weron (2014). In our study, the four non-linear autoregressive neural network
models – NAR, NARX, NAR7 and NARX7 – have the same inputs as the corresponding AR-
type models, i.e. AR, ARX, AR7 and ARX7 defined in Section 3.1, and are estimated using the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm.

3.5. Principal component methods
In the principal component-type methods, all half-hourly prices are modeled jointly. A similar

approach was adopted by Maciejowska and Weron (2013) and Raviv et al. (2013), who showed
that this approach can significantly reduce the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) of electricity
price point forecasts. In this method, it is assumed that all prices ph,t in the panel co-move and
depend on a small set of N common factors gt = [g1,t, ..., gN,t]′. The individual series ph,t can be
modeled as a linear function of N principal components gt and stochastic residuals νh,t:

ph,t = Λhgt + νh,t, (2)

where the loads Λh = [Λh,1, ...,Λh,N] describe the relation between the factors gt and the panel
variables ph,t. Note, that these loads are not ‘power system loads’, but model parameters as in
Bai (2003). A crucial issue is the determination of the number of common factors included in the
models. Here, following Maciejowska and Weron (2013), who also analyzed the UK market, up
to three factors are used. Interestingly, the first three factors have a plausible interpretation. The
first one corresponds to a general price level, the second describes the spread between the peak
and off-peak hours and the third is responsible for the spread between the morning and evening
peak hours.

In order to predict future values of half-hourly prices, we need to forecast both, the com-
mon factors, gh,t, and the idiosyncratic components, νh,t. Although the factors are contemporane-
ously orthogonal, due to normalization assumptions, they may be still inter-temporally correlated.
Hence, it seems reasonable to model them jointly. Moreover, they may depend on some other vari-
ables, such as deterministic variables, Dt and lt, or the exogenous variable, Lt. At the same time,
the idiosyncratic components can be only weakly correlated across periods and therefore should
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be modeled separately, for each half-hour. Moreover, they cannot depend on any fundamentals
because all co-movement between half-hours is captured by the factors.

We use an autoregressive model to describe and forecast the idiosyncratic component:

νh,t =
∑
i∈I

γiνh,t−i + εh,t, (3)

where I = {1, 2, 7} or I = {1, ..., 7}. The common factors are assumed to follow a vector autore-
gressive model:

gt = Φ0 + Φ1Dt + Φ2lt + Φ3L̄t +
∑
i∈I

Θigt−i + ζt, (4)

where Φ0, Φ1 and Φ2 denote N×1 matrices of deterministic coefficients, Φ3 denotes a N×1 matrix
of coefficients of the exogenous variable (the logarithm of the average daily demand forecast, L̄t),
Θi are N × N matrices of autoregressive parameters, N = 1, 2 or 3 is the number of common
factors, and ζt is the i.i.d. noise term. For I = {1, 2, 7} formula (4) defines the PCX(N) models,
for I = {1, ..., 7} the PCX7(N) models. Restricting Φ3 = 0 yields the PC(N) and PC7(N) models,
respectively. For a full list of individual models see Table 1.

4. Quantile regression and forecast averaging

As long as point forecasts are concerned, a simple average yields satisfactory results (Genre
et al., 2013). On the other hand, applying equal weights to interval forecasts will not ensure
the nominal coverage rate, because mixing of distributions is governed by different rules (Wallis,
2005). In particular, the weights have to change with the quantile and their estimation process is
much more complex.

4.1. Quantile Regression Averaging
Nowotarski and Weron (2014a,b) have recently introduced a new approach to computing pre-

diction intervals, which involves applying quantile regression to point forecasts of a small number
of individual forecasting models. More precisely, they use the individual point forecasts as inde-
pendent variables and the corresponding observed spot price as the dependent variable in a stan-
dard quantile regression setting (Koenker, 2005). Their Quantile Regression Averaging (QRA)
method yields an interval forecast of the spot price, but does not use the PI of the individual meth-
ods. One of the reasons for using point forecasts (and not interval forecasts) is their availability.
For years forecasters have focused on obtaining accurate point predictions. Computing probabilis-
tic forecasts, on the other hand, is generally a much more complex task and has not been discussed
in the literature nor developed by practitioners so extensively. Therefore we find QRA particularly
attractive from a practical point of view and expect its widespread use in probabilistic forecasting.

It should be noted that QRA may be viewed as an extension of combining point forecasts.
Indeed, the well-known ordinary least squares averaging proposed by Granger and Ramanathan
(1984) uses linear regression to estimate weights of the point forecasts of individual models. Re-
placing the quadratic loss function with the absolute loss function leads to quantile regression for
the median, in other words, least absolute deviation regression (see Nowotarski et al., 2013).
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4.2. Factor Quantile Regression Averaging
The main difficulty associated with applying QRA comes from the fact that only well perform-

ing and preferably distinct individual models should be used. In Nowotarski and Weron (2014a)
and Nowotarski and Weron (2014b) respectively 12 and 6 different individual models are com-
bined. Naturally, these forecasts belong to a much larger set of forecasting models and were
subjectively chosen by the authors. For instance, there are many different specifications of the
autoregressive (AR) model which can be used – with or without exogenous variables, with all or
only selected lags, etc. – and it may not be optimal to include all of them in Quantile Regression
Averaging.

In this paper we propose a novel approach to overcome this problem. We call it Factor Quan-
tile Regression Averaging (FQRA). Instead of selecting individual models a priori, the relevant
information contained in all forecasting models at hand is extracted using principal component
analysis (PCA). The prediction intervals are then constructed on the basis of the common factors
( ft; do not confuse them with the common factors in the PC-type models in Section 3.5) extracted
from the panel of point forecasts, as independent variables in quantile regression. Interestingly, a
similar PC-type approach was proposed by Poncela et al. (2011) in the context of obtaining point
forecasts from the Survey of Professional Forecasters data.

4.3. Technical details
Let us now describe the QRA and FQRA methods in detail. Recall, that in a linear quantile

regression model, it is assumed that quantiles are linear functions of exogenous variables. Here,
the problem can be written as follows:

Qp(q|Xt) = Xtβq, (5)

where Qp(q|·) is the conditional q-th quantile of the electricity spot price distribution, Xt are the
regressors (explanatory variables) and βq is a vector of parameters. The parameters are estimated
by minimizing the loss function for a particular q-th quantile:

min
βq

 ∑
{t:pt≥Xtβq}

q|pt − Xtβq| +
∑

{t:pt<Xtβq}

(1 − q)|pt − Xtβq|

 = min
βq

∑
t

(q − 1pt<Xtβq)(pt − Xtβq)

 . (6)

In the QRA method Xt = [1, p̂1,t, ..., p̂m,t] is a vector of point forecasts of m individual models,
whereas in the FQRA method Xt = [1, f̂1,t, ..., f̂k,t] is a vector of k factors extracted from a panel of
point forecasts of all the individual models. A preliminary analysis we have performed suggests
that the best FQRA-implied prediction intervals are obtained when only one factor is considered,
i.e. for k = 1 in eqn. (6). Hence, all results in Section 5 correspond to a one-factor FQRA method.
Interestingly, when point forecasts are considered, better results are obtained for richer models
(i.e. with k > 1; not reported here).

QRA assigns weights to individual forecasting methods and combines them to yield forecasts
of chosen quantiles. Although forecast averaging has been shown to be an efficient method of con-
structing point forecasts, it should be emphasized that the best results are obtained when forecasts
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are only weakly correlated. This assumption is very difficult to achieve, particularly in the con-
text of predicting extremely spiky and seasonal electricity spot prices. Moreover, obtaining least
squares or constrained least squares (CLS; see e.g. Raviv et al., 2013) estimates of the weights
in forecast averaging is computationally efficient only when the number of point forecasts is rela-
tively small.

Although the QRA method is based on quantile regression, not least squares, it still suffers from
the same problems: the exogenous variables should not be strongly correlated and the number of
variables included in the model has to be relatively small for the method to be computationally
efficient. The FQRA approach proposed here solves the above issues. Firstly, instead of consid-
ering a (large) panel of forecasts of the individual models it concentrates on a small number of
common factors. Secondly, by construction, the common factors are orthogonal to each other and
hence contemporaneously uncorrelated. Finally, FQRA can be interpreted as a forecast averaging
approach. The factors estimated within PCA are linear combinations of individual vectors of the
panel. Therefore FQRA can be used to assign weights directly to the forecasting models (as in
Poncela et al., 2011, in the context of point forecasting) and, hence, this approach sheds new light
on the model selection problem.

5. Results

We start evaluating the quality of interval forecasts by comparing their nominal coverage to
the empirical coverage in the one-year long test period, see Figure 1. In other words, for each
of the three considered methods (ARX, QRA, FQRA) we calculate prediction intervals (PI) and
determine the percentage of coverage of the 50% and 90% two sided day-ahead PI by the actual
spot price. For each model/method and each PI level, 48 × 366 half-hourly values in the out-of-
sample test period are considered. Assuming that a model yields accurately constructed PI, the
percentage of coverage should match the nominal values.

The unconditional coverage is summarized in the upper part of Table 2. As can be seen,
all three methods have a slightly smaller coverage than nominal, most likely due to higher price
volatility in the validation period than in the PI calibration period, see Figure 1. For both analyzed
levels (50% and 90%) the best results are obtained for FQRA and the worst for ARX, though the
differences between the methods are not very large.

When dealing with multiple methods with a similarly accurate level of coverage, our prefer-
ence is to choose the model that yields the narrowest intervals. Hence, given a set of PI obtained
from various models, we compare their average and median width as well as the standard devia-
tion and the inter-quartile range of the width. The latter – as noted by Pinson et al. (2006) – has
been found more robust than standard deviation when studying asymmetric distributions, which is
definitely the case for electricity spot prices. As can be seen in Table 2, out of the three considered
methods QRA yields the most narrow on average PI (compare the mean and median widths), but
more diverse across the load periods and time than ARX (compare the standard deviation values).
On the other hand, ARX and FQRA yield similarly wide PI – the median favors FQRA, but the
mean, standard deviation and IQR favor the benchmark ARX model.

The unconditional coverage and interval width can be assessed jointly using the score function
proposed by Winkler (1972) and nowadays known as the Winkler (or interval) score. For a central
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Table 2: Top: Unconditional coverage of the 50% and 90% two-sided day-ahead prediction intervals (PI) by the actual
spot price for three methods: the benchmark ARX model, QRA and FQRA. Middle: Descriptive statistics of the PI
width. Bottom: The Winkler score (or ‘interval score’), as defined by eqn. (7). Note that the values in this table are
computed over all 48 half-hourly load periods. For a detailed analysis of the Winkler score for individual load periods
see Figure 2.

PI ARX QRA FQRA
Unconditional coverage

50% 44.39 45.67 46.65
90% 83.83 85.07 86.84

Mean (standard deviation) of the PI width
50% 6.54 (2.93) 6.14 (3.79) 6.56 (4.37)
90% 16.04 (7.23) 15.94 (9.09) 16.91 (10.25)

Median (IQR) of the PI width
50% 5.89 (4.72) 5.23 (4.63) 5.59 (5.00)
90% 14.42 (11.61) 14.02 (11.64) 14.31 (12.28)

Winkler score
50% 14.87 13.72 14.04
90% 27.66 25.40 25.11

(1 − α) × 100% prediction interval it is defined as (see also Gneiting and Raftery, 2007):

Wt =


δt for pt ∈ [Lt|t−1,Ut|t−1],
δt + 2

α
(Lt|t−1 − pt) for pt < Lt|t−1,

δt + 2
α
(pt − Ut|t−1) for pt > Ut|t−1,

(7)

where Lt|t−1 and Ut|t−1 are respectively the lower and upper bounds of the PI, δt = Ut|t−1−Lt|t−1 is the
interval width and pt is the actual price. The Winkler score gives a penalty if an observation (the
actual price) lies outside the constructed interval and rewards a forecaster for a narrow PI; naturally
the lower the score the better the PI. The results presented in the bottom rows of Table 2 confirm
that the new quantile regression averaging schemes lead to better PI than ARX. In particular, QRA
is the best for the 50% intervals and FQRA for the 90% intervals.

Interestingly, the outperformance of the ARX-implied prediction intervals is almost uniform
across all load periods h = 1, . . . , 48, see Figure 2 where relative differences, i.e. 1 −WQRA

h /WARX
h

and 1 −WFQRA
h /WARX

h , are plotted. A positive value means that a given method outperforms ARX
for a chosen half-hour. The results clearly indicate that for both 50% and 90% intervals the two
averaging methods are better than the benchmark as only 7 out of 192 values are negative. The
largest differences can be observed during the evening peak (for the 90% intervals) and the night
hours (for the 50% and 90% intervals). Comparing QRA with FQRA we may conclude that both
methods perform alike. For the 50% intervals QRA is slightly better (dark green bars are generally
higher), while for the 90% intervals it is the opposite (light yellow bars are generally higher).

The discussed above measures of PI accuracy can be used to compare the different methods,
but cannot be used to answer the question if the obtained PI are statistically sound. Hence, we
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Figure 2: A comparison of the Winkler scores for PI obtained for three methods (ARX, QRA and FQRA), inde-
pendently for the 48 half-hourly load periods and the 50% (upper panel) or 90% PI (lower panel). Only relative
differences, i.e. 1 −WQRA

h /WARX
h and 1 −WFQRA

h /WARX
h , are plotted. Here W M

h is the average Winkler score for load
period h and method M, see also eqn. (7). A positive value means that a given method outperforms ARX-implied PI
for a chosen half-hour.

now apply the approach originally proposed by Christoffersen (1998) to test the unconditional
and conditional coverage of the constructed PI. This model independent approach is designed
to overcome the clustering effect. The idea behind the test is to operate on variables indicating
whether the actual price lies in the pre-constructed prediction intervals. In other words, we analyze
the sequence:

It =

1 pt ∈ [Lt|t−1,Ut|t−1],
0 pt < [Lt|t−1,Ut|t−1].

(8)

The tests are carried out in the likelihood ratio (LR) framework. Each time three LR statistics
are calculated: for unconditional coverage, independence and conditional coverage. The former
two are distributed asymptotically as χ2(1) and the latter as χ2(2). If we condition on the first
observation, then the conditional coverage LR test statistics is the sum of the other two.

We conduct the independence test (and consequently the conditional coverage test) three times,
to capture more than just the first-order dependency; see Clements and Taylor (2003) for a discus-
sion on the generalization of the original approach of Christoffersen (1998) to h-periodic data.
Recall, that the idea of the independence test is based on the Markov chain framework and relies
on investigating transition probabilities P(It = j|It−τ = i). Here we use τ = 1, 2 and 7 (days) as
these lags are typically the most significant in modeling and forecasting electricity spot prices (see
also Section 3).

The unconditional and three conditional coverage LR statistics are plotted in Figure 3. We
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Figure 3: The conditional coverage (three top rows) and unconditional coverage (bottom row) LR statistics for the PI
obtained from the three considered forecasting models. Conditional coverage test statistics are calculated three times
for each model since the independence test is carried out for lags h = 1, 2, 7. The solid (dashed) horizontal lines
represent the 5% (1%) significance level of the appropriate χ2 distribution. All test values exceeding 20 are set to 20.

follow the approach of Weron and Misiorek (2008) and Nowotarski and Weron (2014a,b) and
conduct the tests separately for each load period, here for the 48 half-hourly series. The reason
for doing so is that the forecasts for consecutive hours are correlated by construction – the 48
half-hourly day-ahead predictions are calculated at the same time and using the same information
set.

As can be seen in Figure 3, both QRA and FQRA outperform the benchmark ARX model,
practically for all load periods and for both levels (50% and 90%). In particular, for the 50%
intervals at 5% (1%) significance level, QRA and FQRA passed the unconditional coverage test
28 (40) and 38 (42) times, respectively, while ARX was successful only for 24 (32) half-hours.
The conditional coverage test yields similar results, regardless of the lag on which the test for
independence is based. The general outcome of the test remains the same for h = 1, 2, 7 – QRA and
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FQRA outperform ARX. The results for the 90% intervals are a bit less appealing, yet the FQRA-
implied PI are still acceptable. They pass the unconditional coverage test at 5% (1%)significance
level for 27 (42) half-hours. The two other methods, QRA and ARX, yield worse PI; for both
methods the number of ‘successes’ is less than 50%.

Somewhat surprisingly, all three methods yield less accurate PI during night hours, when price
volatility is the lowest. This is especially visible for load periods 47 and 48 (i.e. from 11pm to
midnight) when – according to the unconditional coverage test – both the 50% and 90% inter-
vals are poorly constructed for all the methods. Such a behavior has not been observed for the
PJM nor the Nord Pool markets Nowotarski and Weron (2014a,b) and possibly requires further
investigation.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we examine possible accuracy gains from using quantile regression, factor models
and forecast averaging for computing interval forecasts of electricity spot prices. While there is a
significant number of studies on the use of forecast combinations for constructing interval forecasts
of economic and financial variables, the literature on applying this approach to the extremely
volatile electricity spot prices is very scarce.

In this study we extend the Quantile Regression Averaging (QRA) approach of Nowotarski
and Weron (2014a) and more efficiently address two important issues: (i) selecting a set of well
performing models for combining and (ii) constructing accurate prediction intervals (PI). To this
end we use principal component analysis to automate the selection process from among a large set
of point forecasts of electricity spot prices. Then we apply quantile regression to point forecasts of
the principal components (i.e. the common factors), not to point forecasts of the individual models
as in the cited paper. The resulting Factor Quantile Regression Averaging (FQRA) approach is
shown to work very well – the FQRA-implied prediction intervals not only significantly outper-
form those of the benchmark ARX model in terms of the unconditional and conditional coverages
and the Winkler score, but are also better than the PI of the recently proposed QRA method.
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